
Geometry by Dr John Bamberg

One of the cornerstones of mathematics is geometry, and it is the perfect
subject in which to learn how to create rigorous arguments from few prin-
ciples. In this short course, we will see the role transformations have in
Euclidean and affine geometry. Instead of assigning coordinates to points
and lines, we will consider their associated reflections. Along the way, we
will be seeing the beauty of mathematics at its best. For example, we
will give short proofs of Euclidean theorems using transformations, that
inevitably generalise to other kinds of geometries. No prior knowledge of
geometry will be assumed.

Desargues Involution Theorem

Some information about geometry is available from

http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformation_geometry

John is an Australian Research Council Future Fellow, which means he
spends most of his time researching in the areas of incidence geometry and
finite group theory.

http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformation_geometry


Hyperbolic dynamics and fractals by Prof Luchezar Stoyanov

This will be an introduction into the mathematical study of some kind
of fractals. These are defined by the so-called Iterated Function Systems
(IFS). The lectures will begin with some basic information about metric
spaces and the fixed point theorem for contraction maps. We will then de-
fine IFS and study some general properties and some interesting examples.

Hyperbolic dynamical systems appear naturally in many areas of science
and engineering. They usually exhibit strong chaotic properties and their
maximal invariant sets often have a rather complicated (fractal) structure.

For example, below are shown the figures of the limit set of a reflection
group acting on the hyperbolic 3D space (which generates a hyperbolic flow
on an invariant set with a similar fractal structure) and the Lorenz attractor
(which is the invariant set of a hyperbolic flow defined by a particular system
of ordinary differential equations).
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The study of hyperbolic systems re-
lates in a natural way to various other 
areas of mathematics and physics, 
such as ergodic theory, geometry 
and topology, complex analysis, 
spectral and scattering theory, statis-
tical and classical mechanics, etc.  

Our research concentrates on the 
study of some physical hyperbolic 

systems (e.g. geodesic and billiard 
flows) and also on some features of 
general hyperbolic invariant sets such 
as spectra of transfer operators, dy-
namically defined zeta functions, en-
tropy and other measures for chaos, 
decay of correlations for invariant 
measures, correlations for pairs of 
closed orbits, etc.  

Applications to problems related to the 
study of resonances in spectral and 
scattering theory are also considered. 
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Some information about fractals is available from

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iterated_function_system

http://ecademy.agnesscott.edu/~lriddle/ifs/ifs.html

Luchezar is a pure mathematician with interests in analysis, geometry and
topology

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iterated_function_system
http://ecademy.agnesscott.edu/~lriddle/ifs/ifs.html


Climate Modelling by Dr Jenny Hopwood

In these two lectures we shall see how mathematics and statistics enable
us to make sense of the otherwise overwhelming intricacy of the many and
varied processes which interact to produce weather and climate. We’ll talk
about some of the mathematical/statistical ideas used to create computer
models of climate and to test them, and we’ll discuss what they can and
can’t do for us.

From Maslin & Austin, Nature,2012,486,183 via Scientific A,ericanSome information about climate models is available from

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_model

www.wmo.int/pages/themes/climate/climate_models.php

Jenny is an applied mathematician with a training in meteorology. She
worked for the Bureau of Meteorology, in their research section and also as
a forecaster, before coming to UWA.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_model
www.wmo.int/pages/themes/climate/climate_models.php


Complex Systems by Prof Michael Small

‘Your friends have more friends than you’

The title is a statement of ‘The Friendship Paradox’ (which is, of course,
not a paradox but only an apparent paradox). I will explain this paradox
(hint: it is due to a form of sampling bias) and other interesting features of
social networks. The networks we consider are large irregular graphs - and
they can be formulated as models of all sorts of interaction - from Facebook
contacts and co-publication in academic journals to neuronal networks and
international air transport. Well look at where these networks come from,
how they grow and a few of their more interesting properties.

‘Linear ordinary differential equations can make you rich’

Along the way to the development of modern chaos theory, several of the
early protagonists in this story took an interest in applying their skill and
knowledge to games of chance. Gambling games have been a useful source
of homework questions for high school (and first year) probability. How-
ever, many of these systems are actually (in part) deterministic and that
determinism can be employed to gain an edge on the house. I’ll provide
details of how this can be done with the example of Roulette.

Some information about complex systems and chaos is available from

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractal_dimension

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaos_theory

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_theory

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21428644.500-roulette-beater-spills-physics-behind-victory.

html#.VUrOT862T4Y

Michael is an applied mathematician with interests in nonlinear dynamical
systems theory, complex systems theory, chaos, nonlinear time series anal-
ysis, and complex networks. His research has found application in a diverse
range of areas: physiology, neuroscience, ecology, granular systems, social
networks, disease transmission, finance, gambling, musical composition, oh,
and engineering for remote operations.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractal_dimension
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaos_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_theory
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21428644.500-roulette-beater-spills-physics-behind-victory.html#.VUrOT862T4Y
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21428644.500-roulette-beater-spills-physics-behind-victory.html#.VUrOT862T4Y


Statistics by Dr John Henstridge

To be advised


